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Abstract

Natural Language Generation (NLG)
is a challenging problem in the field
of Artificial Intelligence. The diffi-
culty stems from the natural language’s
flexibility to convey the same mes-
sage in different ways. Psycholinguists
have always believed that learning sim-
pler sentences early can lead to com-
plex sentence creation using the same
knowledge.This is also the intuition be-
hind curriculum learning. Thus, in this
paper, we investigate the use of cur-
riculum learning for natural language
generation. We show that curricu-
lum learning is a promising training
methodology for deep learning systems
for NLG. We show this by reporting im-
provements obtained using i) a partic-
ular curriculum strategy and ii) aug-
menting data using curriculum logic.
We use TGen, a deep learning based
NLG system, for experimentation. We
use 5 metrics for NLG evaluation and 8
metrics for readability evaluation. Our
quantitative and qualitative evaluation
shows that the system trained using
curriculum methodology produces bet-
ter quality text as compared to the sys-
tem trained on normal data.

1 Introduction
Natural language generation involves creating
a natural language(NL) sentence from a non-
linguistic input, which can be a structured
meaning representation (MR), statistical data
or a parse tree structure. An example of MR to
natural language is [name(Barbeque Nation),
eatType(restaurant)] → Barbeque Nation is a

restaurant. Ever since the pioneering work by
(De Smedt et al., 1996; Reiter and Dale, 2000),
this has been an active area of research (Gatt
and Reiter, 2009; Lampouras and Androut-
sopoulos, 2013; Kondadadi et al., 2013; Wen
et al., 2015b,a).

A major hurdle in applying traditional ma-
chine learning techniques for NLG is the pos-
sibility of having more than one correct sen-
tences for a given meaning representation. In
machine learning terminology, this implies two
things : First, there can be more than one cor-
rect label for a given input. Second, the set of
possible labels is infinite. Thus, computing the
loss function, which is a standard component
in many machine learning algorithms, is diffi-
cult (Lampouras and Androutsopoulos, 2013).
Therefore, most approaches default to tem-
plate based learning or guided learning mech-
anisms. The sentences generated using such
approaches feel artificial, as there is not much
variation in the generated sentences (Langk-
ilde and Knight, 1998; Deemter et al., 2005;
Manurung et al., 2008).

Deep learning has made tremendous strides
in different areas of Natural Language Process-
ing. Much of its success can be attributed to
two factors: its ability to lend itself to rep-
resentation learning and the emergence of set
of techniques which make effective training of
deep neural networks possible. Deep learning
has been successfully applied in several NLP
tasks : Part of Speech Tagging (Collobert and
Weston, 2008), Sentence Classification (Kim,
2014), Sentiment Analysis (Liu et al., 2015),
Sarcasm Detection (Joshi et al., 2016). Re-
cently, Wen et al. (2015b); Dušek and Jurcicek
(2016) etc. have investigated the use of deep
neural networks to generate natural language.
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step-wise manner, exploiting already learned
concepts while learning new difficult concepts.
Tailoring training data in such a manner to
assist a machine learning system is known as
curriculum learning (Bengio et al., 2009; Fan
et al., 2017).

We intuit that an NLG system may learn to
form complex sentences by leveraging knowl-
edge of forming simple sentences. Thus, in this
paper, we raise the following question:

Does curriculum learning help improve the
output quality and performance of deep

learning based Natural Language Generation?
We investigate this question using TGen,

a sequence to sequence based natural lan-
guage generator (Dušek and Jurcicek, 2016).
We performed a quantitative evaluation of the
generated text. We also qualitatively evaluate
coverage of MRs and ambiguity factor of the
generated text. Our preliminary evaluations
provide the following evidence for a positive
reply to the above question:

• System trained using a length based cur-
riculum strategy performs better than
system trained using randomly shuffled
data.

• System trained using curriculum-
augmented data performs better than
system trained on original data.

The rest of the paper is organized as fol-
lows: Section 2 describes related work to the
problem. Section 3 provides the experimental
setup of our evaluation. Section 4 discusses
our quantitative and qualitative analysis fol-
lowed by conclusion and future work.

2 Related work
2.1 NLG and Deep Learning
Chang et al. (2015) experimented with deep
neural networks for sentence generation as
well as other related features for generation.
Wen et al. (2015a) used a joint recurrent
and convolutional neural network for dia-
logue generation. Lampouras and Vlachos
(2016) developed Locally Optimal Learning to
Search (LOLS) framework, which used imi-
tation learning to generate sentences. Wen
et al. (2015b) proposed a semantically condi-
tioned Long Short-term Memory(LSTM) for

language generation. It was trained to learn
from unaligned data.

Finally, Dušek and Jurcicek (2016) proposed
TGen, a sequence to sequence based encoder-
decoder architecture along with beam search
and a reranker to generate natural language
sentence from meaning representation. The
architecture combines sentence planning and
surface realization stages of generation and
produces strings using LSTM based sequence
generator.

These developments have led to a state
where current NLG systems are able to gener-
ate more natural and varied output in compar-
ison to earlier rule and template based gener-
ation. However, extremely large output space
still leaves a lot scope for improvement.

2.2 Curriculum Learning, Deep
Learning and NLP

The training criteria in most deep neural net-
works is non-convex. This adds two extra
challenges to the problem of learning: the
quality of the local minima obtained, and the
speed of convergence towards that minima.
Bengio et al. (2009) showed that curriculum
learning addresses both these challenges pos-
itively. They demonstrated the effectiveness
of curriculum learning for language modeling,
among other tasks. This effectiveness was
soon exploited by others. Shi et al. (2015)
experimented with RNN language model for
within-domain adaptation and limited data
within domain adaptation using curriculum
learning with improved outcomes. Cirik et al.
(2016) studied the performance of curriculum
learning on long-short term memory networks
for sentiment analysis task. Similarly, Sachan
and Xing (2016) showed that data ordering of
simple hand crafted questions improved per-
formance of question answering using deep
neural networks. Liu et al. (2018) also experi-
mented with curriculum learning approach for
natural answer generation. This motivated us
to explore NLG using curriculum learning.

Meaning
Representation

name[Alimentum], area[city centre],
familyFriendly[no]

Natural
Language

Alimentum is not a family-friendly arena
and is located in the city centre.

Table 1: Sample of input MR-NL utterance
pair used for training
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3 Experimental Setup
3.1 Data
3.1.1 Original Data
We used E2E-challenge dataset (Novikova
et al., 2017). It is from the restaurant
domain with around 42K sentences in the
form of dialogue act-based meaning represen-
tations(MRs) coupled with its natural lan-
guage utterances. The natural language text
of the MRs from the dataset show open vocab-
ulary with complex sentence structures and
varied discourse patterns. Thus we conclude
that this dataset is really good representative
of the real world NLG problem. A sample MR
and its NL utterance is shown in Table 1.

3.1.2 Creating curriculum-augmented
data

Meaning Representation (MR) Natural Language (NL)

name[Fitzbillies] Fitzbillies is a
restaurant .

name[Fitzbillies],
eatType[coffeee shop]

Fitzbillies is a
coffee shop .

name[Fitzbillies],
food[French]

Fitzbillies serves
french food .

name[Fitzbillies],
area[riverside]

Fitzbillies is located
in riverside .

name[Fitzbillies],
eatType[coffeee shop],
food[French]

Fitzbillies is a coffee shop
serving french cuisine .

name[Fitzbillies],
eatType[coffeee shop],
area[riverside]

In the riverside area is a
coffee shop named Fitzbillies .

name[Fitzbillies],
food[French],
area[riverside]

Fitzbillies serves french
food in riverside area .

name[Fitzbillies],
eatType[coffeee shop],
food[French],area[riverside]

Fitzbillies is a coffee shop
serving french food
in riverside area.

Table 2: Sample of Curriculum data cre-
ated from training MR: ”name[Fitzbillies],
eatType[coffeee shop], food[French],
area[riverside]”

We create the curriculum-augmented data
as follows. Let the original training set be
Soriginal. Let the TGen model trained on ran-
domly shuffled Soriginal be TGenoriginal. For
each MR of Soriginal, a set Scomb of all possible
MR combinations with name field as constant
factor is created. From this set Scomb, a sub-
set Suniq_comb of unique MR combinations is
created. This fills the MR field of the dataset.
To create the corresponding NL utterances, we
first pass Suniq_comb to TGenoriginal. The auto-
matically generated utterances are then man-
ually verified (for missing phrases correspond-
ing to MR tag) and added to Suniq_comb. This

fills the NL field of the dataset.
We then remove duplicates from the com-

bined set Soriginal + Suniq_comb to create our
training set Saugmented. The size of this
Saugmented dataset is 75K sentences. A sam-
ple of curriculum data is shown in Table 2.

3.2 Ordering Strategy
As discussed earlier, a major part of effec-
tiveness of curriculum learning comes from
the way data is ordered. We want the system
to first learn to form simple sentences, and
then move on to learning to form complex
sentences. We define simplicity of a sentence
in terms of the length of MR+NL. Thus in our
experiments, we use the following ordering
strategies:

- Shuffled: In this strategy, the data is
randomly shuffled. This strategy is a baseline
for comparison.
- Curriculum: In this strategy, the data is
sorted based on the length of MR + NL.

3.3 Training
The training data was preprocessed to delexi-
calize the name and near MR slots to reduce
the data sparsity, as recommended by Dušek
and Jurcicek (2016). A sequence represen-
tation of each MR sequence is then created
by joining the triplet information containing
type, slot name and value for each MR slot
and converted to a vector representation. We
chose the string mode of TGen where it com-
bines sentence planning and surface realization
stages of NLG architecture(Konstas and Lap-
ata, 2013). The TGen generator model was
trained using a LSTM based seq2seq encoder-
decoder architecture with 128 hidden units,
embedding size 50, learning rate as 0.001
and batch size 20 along with Adam optimizer
(Kingma and Ba, 2014). A reranker with
beam size 10 is used for generation(Bahdanau
et al., 2014).

We trained four different models as follows:

- Sys1: TGen trained on original data
(Soriginal) with shuffled ordering strategy.
- Sys2: TGen trained on original data
(Soriginal) with curriculum ordering strategy.
- Sys3: TGen trained on curriculum-
augmented data (Saugmented) with shuffled94



ordering strategy.
- Sys4: TGen trained on curriculum-
augmented data (Saugmented) with curriculum
ordering strategy.

3.4 Evaluation Metrics
We evaluated the quality (adequacy and
fluency) of generated text using automatic
evaluation metrics which measure the word-
overlap with respect to the reference sen-
tences - BLEU(Papineni et al., 2002),
NIST(Doddington, 2002), METEOR (Baner-
jee and Lavie, 2005), ROUGE (Lin, 2004) and
CIDEr (Vedantam et al., 2015) scores (as per
the E2ENLG challenge). These metrics cap-
ture the degree of intended content that is
transferred via the generated text.

We also evaluated the readability of the
generated text using the automatic evaluation
metrics which are:

1. The Flesch Reading Ease formula (FRE)
(Flesch, 1948) that calculates the reading
level of the content. It is scored from 1-100
with 100 being the easiest to comprehend and
1 being the hardest and confusing. A score of
60-70 is preferred for standard content.
2. The Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level (FKG)
(Kincaid et al., 1975) score captures the level
of content in the form of grade from 0-12 as
per the standard accepted globally.
3. SMOG Index (SMOG) (Mc Laughlin,
1969) suggests the years of education needed
to understand the piece of writing. The scores
range from 5-18.
4. Gunning FOG Formula (GFOG) (Gunning,
1969) estimates the years of formal education
needed to understand the text on the first
reading. It ranges from 6-18.
5. Automated Readability Index (ARI)
(Kincaid et al., 1975) is devised to gauge the
understandability of a text. The scores grade
the level needed to comprehend the text and
varies from 1-12.
6. The Coleman-Liau Index (CLI) (Coleman
and Liau, 1975) estimates the years of formal
education required to understand the text on
first reading with scores ranging from 1-12.
7. Linsear Write Formula (LWF) calculates
the readability based on sentence length and
no. of words with more syllables.
8. Dale-Chall Readability Score (DCRS)

(Chall and Dale, 1995) measures the compre-
hension difficulty while reading the text.

One can infer from above that the major
factors affecting these metrics are complexity
of the vocabulary and average sentence length.

4 Results and Analysis

4.1 Quantitative Analysis
Table 3 shows the adequacy and fluency scores
of the generated text. One can observe
that, with respect to a particular dataset, the
system trained using curriculum as ordering
strategy is performing better than the sys-
tem trained using shuffled ordering strategy
(Sys2 > Sys1 and Sys4 > Sys3). One can
also observe that, with respect to a particu-
lar ordering strategy, the system trained us-
ing curriculum-augmented data is performing
better than the system trained on original data
(Sys3 > Sys1 and Sys4 > Sys2). Overall,
the system trained on curriculum-augmented
data with curriculum as ordering strategy is
performing the best.

Dataset Original Curr-aug
Ordering Shuf Curr Shuf Curr

Sys1 Sys2 Sys3 Sys4
BLEU 0.60 0.61 0.61 0.64
NIST 7.90 7.84 8.07 8.39

METEOR 0.41 0.42 0.41 0.45
ROUGE_L 0.66 0.67 0.66 0.69

CIDEr 1.95 2.00 2.00 2.23

Table 3: Results of adequacy and fluency eval-
uation. {original, curr-aug} indicates whether
the training data was original or augmented.
{Shuf, Curr} indicates the ordering strat-
egy. Each value is the average of three runs.
Each jump is statistically significant(p-values
< 0.01)†

Next, we proceeded to measure the gains ob-
tained using curriculum techniques. In this re-
gard, we perform the remaining comparisons
between the system without any curriculum
learning component (Sys1) against the sys-
tem with both curriculum learning compo-
nents (Sys4).

We observed that Sys4’s percentage of
MR tag coverage in the generated text is
marginally higher (by 0.5953 percent points)
than Sys1’s coverage. Another observation95



Metric Sys1 Sys4 Ref
FRE 71.80 74.78 67.15
FKG 6.43 6.24 7.73

SMOG 6.9 18.7 11.6
GFOG 16.27 16.45 17.90

ARI 6.30 6.44 8.55
CLI 8.00 7.57 9.41
LWF 5.24 5.77 6.51

DCRS 7.85 7.85 8.23

Table 4: Results of readability evaluation. Ex-
cept FRE, the higher the score the better

was that the average sentence length of text
generated using Sys4 was greater the average
sentence length of text generated using Sys1
by 2.36 percent points.

This shows that quantitatively, curriculum
learning techniques can be helpful for deep
learning based NLG.

Table 4 shows the readability evaluation of
the generated text. The scores indicate that
Sys4 is generating relatively complex sen-
tences as compared to Sys1.

4.2 Qualitative Analysis
Now we highlight some of the aspects where
curriculum learning helped text generation.

MR
name[The Waterman], food[Fast food],
priceRange[moderate], customer rating[3 out of 5],
area[riverside], kidsFriendly[yes]

Sys1 Output
The Waterman is a kid friendly fast food
restaurant with a moderate price range.
It has a customer rating of 3 out of 5.

Sys4 Output

The Waterman is a kid friendly fast food
restaurant in the riverside area with a
moderate price range and a customer
rating of 3 out of 5.

Table 5: Example showing how Sys4 does
handle the tag area which is dropped by Sys1

Consider the example in table 5. Here,
it is evident that Sys1 did not cover the
area[riverside] term of the MR. Whereas,
Sys4 was able to accommodate it correctly.

Now, consider the example in table 6. Train-
ing data for both models included the Train-
ing MR and Training Reference, which had
food[French] and ’is a French Pub’. Now, the
test MR has food[English]. One may observe
that the Sys1 generated a phrase similar to
the reference, i.e. ’is a English Pub’. Note
that this is a slightly ambiguous phrase, and
can mean a pub serving English food or a pub

†We used Welch unpaired t test for significance
testing.

Training MR
name[The Plough], eatType[pub],
food[French], priceRange[moderate],
kidsFriendly[no], near[Cafe Rouge]

Training NL

The Plough is a French pub,
which is not kid friendly.
The price range is moderate
and is located near caffe Rouge.

Test MR
name[The Plough], eatType[pub],
food[English], priceRange[more than £30],
children-friendly[yes], near[Cafe Rouge]

Sys1 Output
of Test MR

The Plough is an english pub near
Cafe Rouge. It is child friendly and has
a price range of more than £30.

Sys4 Output
of Test MR

The Plough is a pub providing english food
in the high price range. It is located near
Cafe Rouge and is children friendly.

Table 6: Example demonstrating how Sys4
generates relatively unambiguous text

managed by English people. Whereas, Sys4 is
able to generate a relatively unambiguous ’is a
pub providing English food’ phrase. Sys1 also
has an ambiguous anaphora ’It’ (could mean
both The Plough or Cafe Rouge), which is not
the case with Sys4. Thus Sys4 is generating
better text here.

Using these examples, we qualitatively ar-
gue that curriculum system is better at NLG.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed using curriculum
learning as a training methodology for deep
learning based natural language generation
systems. We argued that both curriculum
ordering strategy and curriculum augmented
data could help learning natural language gen-
eration. Our quantitative evaluation showed
that text generated using a system trained
with either curriculum ordering strategy or
curriculum-augmented data or both was bet-
ter in terms of both adequacy and fluency,
as well as readability when compared to a
system trained on randomly shuffled original
data. This was established via a set of different
evaluation metrics. Our qualitative evaluation
indicates that using curriculum led to better
coverage and less ambiguity. Thus we con-
clude that curriculum learning based training
methodology is indeed a promising method-
ology for deep learning based NLG systems.
In the future, we will investigate MR based
and vocabulary based approaches for designing
curriculum strategies and data-augmentation
for natural language generation.
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